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WAldmAnn lighting ConCepts.
aS individuaL aS the peopLe who work with them.

over the course of development from an industrial to a knowledge-based society, the significance of the 
office has grown. in germany alone, over 50 % of all employees work at a desk, for a total of more than 
61,000 hours – that is seven years out of a lifetime. the office environment has become an economic 
success factor, as have all the components that make it what it is: equipment, communications technology, 
acoustics and, last but not least, the lighting.

waldmann meets these challenges with lighting concepts that are convincing in their holistic approach, 
sustainability and efficiency. this is how intelligent solutions for modern workplaces are created that take 
both the technical and emotional aspects of light planning into account: because indirect light radiates 
most naturally, making work more pleasant – and the user more creative and productive.

and because each of these users is an individual, waldmann places great emphasis on the individuality 
of its products. in form, function, and technology. this is expressed in waldmann's twin-C philosophy 
(C for Concepts + Components): the combination of cleverly designed lighting concepts and the appro-
priate components guarantees the right lighting for any place and any purpose – just as individual as the 
people who work with it. waldmann solutions create an inspiring atmosphere, high lighting quality and 
lasting efficiency.
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Looking at it objectively, ataro is a series of free-standing luminaires that can be used in any modern 
office. But ataro is also a range of possibilities. the opportunity to experience highest quality materials 
in top designs. the opportunity to enjoy intuitive operating convenience with the highest level of energy 
efficiency. and the opportunity to both optically and technically design a very individual ataro free-
standing luminaire.

Because the right light at the work station means something different to everyone. For every planner and 
every user. For every time of day and work setting. and for every purpose and every budget. different 
demands that can only be met with variable means: that is why waldmann offers ataro with three  
different lighting technologies – with fluorescent lamps, Led and hybrid technology – all in the very same 
design.

pleasant, indirect light for the entire room, efficient illumination of certain zones, and with Led and hybrid 
models, even light direction: with ataro, waldmann expands the possibilities of ergonomic and economic 
lighting design to an extent that was unthinkable until now.

AtAro Free-stAnding luminAires.
one deSign ConCept, three Lighting teChnoLogieS.
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unobtrusive forms for ambi-
tious plans. ataro's design 
is easy to describe: only as 
much as necessary – the 
creed of all modern classics.  
the form really does strictly 
serve the function, offering 
the greatest possible flexibility: 
because thanks to its visual 
simplicity, ataro remains 
compatible with the most  
diverse decors. the rounded 
corners of the luminaire head 
create a visual theme which 
is also shared by the flat 
standing base – a pleasant 
contrast to the straightness 
of the tubular section.  

Superior in their simplistic  
design, ataro luminaires 
can be easily integrated into 
almost any architecture and 
modern atmosphere. Before 
they notice the design, the 
observer often notices what 
ataro provides: the best 
light in the office.
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Same design, different technologies:  
depending on the model, fluorescent lamps or Leds 
are integrated into the distinctive curved aluminum 
frame of the ataro.
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AtAro FluoresCent.
the eConomiC CLaSSiC.
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11ataro fluorescent

What does light have to do with performance? there is a good reason that the fluorescent lamp has 
established itself as common office luminaire technology: thanks to its high light efficiency when com-
pared to incandescent lamps, it can save up to 85 % energy. ataro fluorescent free-standing luminaires 
support economic planning with additional positive characteristics: durable materials, lasting design, 
good luminous power – and last but not least, light that is pleasant, glare-free and evenly distributed 
throughout the room. this creates a relaxed and highly efficient environment: because people perform 
better when they feel comfortable. and thanks to the minimal energy consumption, money is also 
saved.

ataro Fluorescent: 
optimum quantity of direct light downwards  
and indirect light upwards.
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possible positions,  
attached to the side.

possible positions,  
attached to the middle.

2 x 40 w 2 x 40 w

4 x 26 w / 4 x 40 w 

4 x 26 w / 4 x 40 w 



15ataro fluorescent

intelligent technology and 
timeless aesthetics: ataro 
Fluorescent combines both 
into a harmonious whole. 
Subtle material transitions  
between the luminaire head, 
joints, and tubular section en-
sure a unified, homogeneous 
appearance. the operating  
element convinces with ergo-
nomics and convenience:  
positioned at an ideal height 
in the tubular section, it is 
easy to reach when sitting  
or standing. the functions are 
clearly designated and self-
explanatory. and because the 
maintenance of a luminaire is 

a cost factor that should not 
be underestimated, ataro 
Fluorescent makes it as simple 
as possible: all elements are 
easily accessible from below 
and for cleaning; the frame 
and prism disk can be removed 
simply by hand, without the 
need for tools. defective illu-
minants can quickly be replaced 
with new ones. ataro not 
only saves electricity, but also 
a lot of time.

AtAro Fluorescent at a glance:

 easy to reach, multifunctional operating element

head connection can be rotated to an angle of + / - 45° 
(1, 2)

removable frame and prism disk for easy changing of  
illuminant and simple cleaning (1, 2)

glare-free technology with light-amplifying amBio  
micro prisms

Base plate section for optimum positioning at the work 
station (1, 2)

Luminaire head can be rotated by + / -90° (3)

AtAro Fluorescent surfaces:

Luminaire head anodized aluminum

tubular section white silver metallic

Standing base white silver metallic

1 2 3
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AtAro led.
teChnoLogy that thinkS  
aBout tomorrow.
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19ataro LED

how does one create efficiency with vision? Led technology (Led = Light emitting diode) has 
experienced rapid development in the past – and has a great future in store. in the office luminaire 
sector, too: ataro Led boasts functions that easily compare with fluorescent lamps. the direct light 
completely homogeneously illuminates a surface. a high luminous flux also qualifies ataro Led to 
illuminate double work stations: less luminaires are required thanks to efficient lighting. the highly 
aesthetic appearance, convenient handling and flexible applications make ataro Led a forward-looking 
alternative.

ataro Led: 
optimum quantity of direct light downwards  
and indirect light upwards, dimmable.
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possible positions,  
attached to the side. 



23ataro LED

ataro Led is particularly  
energy-efficient and simulta-
neously offers maximum 
lighting quality. it makes the 
use of Led Light engines in 
accordance with the Zhaga 
Standard a particularly future-
proof lighting solution. in  
addition, ataro Led is  
particularly cost-effective:  
because the combination of 
procurement costs and low 
energy consumption ensures 
savings in the medium term.

the luminaire concept of  
ataro Led thus fully repre-
sents a modern work station 
lighting. intelligent lighting 
management regulates the  
illuminance dependent on 
presence and daylight and 
provides maximum conve-
nience at the workplace.  
in addition, each employee 
can adjust their light source 
based on individual and task-
related needs. this not only 
supports ergonomics, but also 
well-being at the work station.

AtAro led surfaces:

Luminaire head anodized aluminum

tubular section white silver metallic

Standing base white silver metallic

AtAro led at a glance:

Led for the lighting of workrooms

easy to reach, multifunctional operating element

head connection can be rotated to an angle of +/ - 45° 

Closed luminaire head with cover

glare-free technology with light-amplifying amBio  
micro prisms, incl. Light Forming technology

Future-proof thanks to Led Light engines in accordance 
with the Zhaga Standard

Led service life 50,000 h (L70/B50)

Base plate section for optimum positioning at the work 
station
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ataro Hybrid 25

AtAro hYBrid.
Synergy oF the BeSt FeatureS.
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ataro Hybrid 27

how can functionality be combined with atmosphere? Fluorescent and Led – both technologies 
offer undisputed advantages. with ataro hyBrid, waldmann combined them into one luminaire. 
Because ataro hyBrid takes advantage of the positive features of both lighting technologies and 
combines them in one convincing overall system. the combination of room and task lighting takes all 
energetic, individual, and atmospheric needs into account. asymmetrical light control opens up completely 
new possibilities for positioning the luminaire at work stations. and this all with the elegant ataro 
design. with a successful combination of aesthetics, functionality, and ergonomics, ataro hyBrid  
sets new standards in terms of workplace lighting.

ataro hyBrid: 
optimum quantity of direct light downwards (Led) and 
indirect light upwards (fluorescent), dimmable.
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possible position 
(asymmetrical).



ataro Hybrid 31

the efficiency of fluorescent 
and the possibilities of Led: 
ataro hyBrid offers the 
“best of both worlds” in the 
highly aesthetic ataro design. 
thanks to the combination  
of pmma prismatic screens 
and the collimators specially 
developed by waldmann, the 
beam of Led light can be per-
fectly directed – for optimum 
light in the right place.  
waldmann’s intelligent thermal 
management is also used here 
to keep the Led diodes at the 
optimum temperature to take 

full energetic advantage of 
their illuminance. at the same 
time, the indirect light from 
the fluorescent lamps creates 
a pleasant atmosphere with a 
highly efficient energy value. 
Both the direct and indirect 
light are dimmable. 

AtAro hYBrid surfaces:

Luminaire head signal white, matt silver metallic

tubular section signal white, glossy silver metallic

Standing base signal white, matt silver metallic

AtAro hYBrid at a glance:

pleasant room lighting thanks to t5 LS lamp technology

high-power Led with special lenses to illuminate large 
working areas with glare-free, stimulating light 

asymmetrical beam, light in the right place

Can be integrated into varied workplace concepts

dimmable direct and indirect light

intuitive operation
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the AtAro FAmilY oF luminAires. 
the perFeCt Synergy oF Light.
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ataro has many good quali-
ties – included within several 
forms. Because ataro is not 
only available as a free-stand-
ing luminaire, but also as a 
wall-mounted, mounted or 
suspended luminaire – all vari-
ants of fluorescent technology. 
it is easy to see their common 
bond at the very first glance: 
the characteristic aluminum 
frame, the softly rounded  

corners, the timelessly sophis-
ticated forms. perfectly com-
binable with each other, the 
ataro family of luminaires is 
a completely universally  
designed lighting concept.

AtAro  
SuSpended LuminaireS

AtAro  
mounted LuminaireS

AtAro  
deSk-mounted LuminaireS

AtAro  
waLL-mounted LuminaireS

ATARO FAMILY

120 cm

90 cm

120 cm

60 cm

240 cm

120 cm

90 cm
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it Begins With eFFiCienCY.
the reSuLt iS SuStainaBiLity.



puLSe hFmd puLSe pir
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intelligent lighting management. already efficient in their operation, waldmann free-standing luminaires 
can save even more energy if they are combined with a lighting management system: the puLSe hFmd 
(high Frequency motion detector) developed by waldmann detects even the tiniest movements within  
a defined field. accordingly, the luminaire switches on when someone enters the room and automatically 
switches off again when they leave. a sensitive sensor system regulates the amount of lighting from the 
luminaires based on the level of daylight. this can reduce energy consumption of individual luminaires by 
up to 50 % when compared to the installed output. in addition to this highly sensitive presence detecting 
technology, waldmann free-standing luminaires can also optionally be equipped with passive infrared 
motion sensors (puLSe pir).

reduced operation time increases the service life of fluorescent lamps and extends the maintenance  
interval. additional energy-saving potential can also be achieved by using universal knX or Lon system 
components or the enocean wireless model puLSe taLk for the presence information to other facilities 
(shade, heating, ventilation and air conditioning). this makes it possible for ataro puLSe hFmd and 
puLSe pir to exchange information with other systems and become part of an intelligent building.  
additional modules or special designs are not required.

ATARO eFFIcIencY & susTAInAbILITY

®
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 pulse tAlK
you’LL never 
work aLone

the compact wireless module is child’s play to install, program and 
operate. all puLSe taLk settings can be changed or expanded at 
any time, e.g. for organizational changes in the office world.

37PuLse TALK

pulse tAlK.
ComBineS SeCurity and weLL-Being.

twilight, bad weather, the winter months – situations that can cause "islands of light" in conjunction with 
work station-oriented lighting: you sit alone in the office and, except for your own desk, the rest of the 
room is dark. with puLSe taLk from waldmann, this phenomenon becomes a thing of the past: the 
state-of-the-art wireless module enables luminaires in a group to communicate with each other and react 
to the presence or absence of people. a lighting scenario with no unpleasant darkness and no disturbing 
light islands is the result.

puLSe taLk consists of only one compact component – simple to install, program, and operate: with 
only a few simple steps, the wireless module can be put into operation. Because it is wireless, the 
communication between luminaires does not require any technical building installation. puLSe taLk is 
compatible with enocean wireless technology: thus, other facilities that are based on this, such as heat, 
air conditioning or ventilation, can be controlled using the luminaire’s presence detection system. dim-
mable and sensor controlled waldmann free-standing and desk-mounted luminaires can be delivered 
with the module, but can also be retrofitted with it at any time.

with cleverly thought out technology and simple handling, puLSe taLk ensures a feeling of security,  
a pleasant working atmosphere and enhanced ability to perform.
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Welcome to the green 
office. 
“office efficiency” – that 
means reducing costs and 
increasing productivity.  
a survey by the Fraunhofer-
institut iao shows that the 
ecological design of office 
work will soon become highly 
significant. Light plays an im-
portant role here: it consumes 
energy, enhances the user’s 
performance and consider ably 
influences flexible room de-
sign – and use in the building. 
“green” lighting offers tre-
mendous possibilities to 
protect resources and save 
energy. it directly affects  
the lifecycle costs and thus 
the attractiveness of the 
property.

thinking ahead. 
Sustainability arises when a 
product is judged on its entire 
service life. the economic 
potential can be most clearly 
observed in the operating 
costs. innovative lighting 
concepts from waldmann 
require 44 % less energy – 
this is shown by the result of 
a 12-month monitoring by  
the hochschule rosenheim 
(university of applied Sciences) 
and thyssenkrupp real estate 
gmbh in essen. Further poten-
tial also lies in the higher level 
of investment security thanks 
to value maintenance and in 
socially sustainable factors: 
increased comfort, individual 
adjustment and flexibility for 
the users.

sustainable building. an 
efficient treatment of our 
resources and responsible 
planning and construction are 
becoming increasingly impor-
tant for our future. waldmann 
makes an important contribu-
tion to this by constantly 
further developing its lighting 
concepts. the entire service 
life cycle and every phase of 
each solution are taken into 
account, from development 
to disposal.  
always with the goal of using 
an integrative approach to 
maintain the balance of energy 
efficiency and lighting comfort.  
 

Furthermore, waldmann is 
actively involved in the devel-
opment of sustainability 
standards for buildings and 
the products designed for 
them – awarded the sustain-
ability medal of the german 
Sustainable Building Council 
(dgnB). numerous reference 
projects are proof of the high 
lighting quality and energy 
efficiency of waldmann solu-
tions. Building a sustainable 
future is a challenge in which 
we will happily and compe-
tently support you.
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Certified sustainability. 
Sustainability does not 
happen by chance, but from 
high quality in all disciplines: 
luminaires from waldmann 
are environmentally friendly 
and resource-friendly, are 
energy efficient, and offer 
users optimum lighting quality. 
designed to offer a long pro-
duct life, high system guaran-
tees are granted on carefully 
selected compo nents and 
materials. Lumi naires awarded 
the “efficient light” certificate 
are particularly energy-
optimized waldmann products 
with a very high lighting 
quality.

service – all inclusive.  
waldmann’s all-inclusive 
service offers you the whole 
range of support for your 
project.  
the aim is an optimally cus-
tomized solution for each 
customer – with complete 
service packages or individual 
services according to a 
modular principle. the project 
work features careful planning 
and requirement-oriented 
implementation. reliable all-
inclusive service that creates 
scope, enabling you to con-
centrate entirely on your com-
petencies – the development 
of sustainable and high-quality 
buildings and workplaces.

Further information:

Consultation hotline:
tel:   +49 7720 601-100
Fax:  +49 7720 601-290
info@waldmann.com

Waldmann supports you with:

direct and personal support

Concept consulting

Lighting planning

profitability analysis

Samples

individual financing

project management

assembly

Connection to light and building management systems  
(daLi, Lon, knX)

e-check, first test in accordance with Bgv a3 (the german 
regulation for the prevention of industrial accidents, 
electrical Systems and equipment)

Cleaning and maintenance



ATARO

 cd/klm  cd/klm  cd/klm 

40

lAmp tYpe 2 x tC-LeL  
40 w / 840 2g11

4 x tC-LeL  
26 w / 840 2gX11

4 x tC-LeL  
40 w /  840 2g11

light distriBution

direct share greater than 20 % • • •
direct share less than 20 %

asymmetrical

direct / indirect light  
individually adjustable for dimmable variants

glAre-Free

amBio micro prisms • • •
Cdp micro prisms

ugr < 16 (Litg reference room 4h / 8h) • •
ugr < 19 (Litg reference room 4h / 8h) •
Luminance ≤ 1000 cd/m² 1

Luminance ≤ 1500 cd/m² 2 • •
Luminance ≤ 3000 cd/m² 3 •
position operAting element

in the tube • • •
light mAnAgement

daLi •
wireless

puLSe switchable • • •
puLSe dimmable • • •
puLSe pir • • •
puLSe hFmd • • •
puLSe knX •
puLSe Lon •
puLSe taLk 4 • • •
energY eFFiCienCY

minergie module, luminaires • • •
efficient light • • •
Luminaire light efficiency > 65 lm / w •
Luminaire light efficiency > 60 lm / w • •
Luminaire light efficiency > 55 lm / w

energy efficiency class eei 
lamp / ballast a / a2Bat a / a2 Bat a / a2 Bat

power consumption (typical) 83 w 123 w 165 w

1 en12464-1:2011 monitor with negative polarity, higher requirements e.g.  color proofing
2 en12464-1:2011 monitor with negative polarity, higher requirements e.g.  Cad

3 en12464-1:2011 monitor with positive polarity, normal requirements e.g.  office applications
4 Compatibility is dependent on the built-in luminaire control



ATARO LeD ATARO HYbRID 

 cd/klm  cd/klm  cd/klm  cd/klm 

41ataro tECHNoLoGY oVErVIEW

4 x tC-LeL  
26 w / 840 2gX11

4 x tC-LeL  
40 w / 840 2g11 504 x Led 4 x t5 24 w / 840  

96 x Led

• • •
•
•

• •

• • •
•

•
• • •

•
• • •

• • • •

•
•

• •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

•
•

• • • •

• • •
• • • •
• •

•
•

a / a2 Bat a / a2 Bat indirect share  
a / a2 Bat

123 w 165 w 105 w 146 w



AnnotAtions

© herbert waldmann gmbh & Co.kg

this catalog can only provide a non-binding rough depiction of our products. the technical data were correct at the time of print. For further information 

and a detailed consultation, please contact our lighting consultants. Subject to errors, changes to the range and product adjustments for the purpose of 

technical progress. we accept no liability for printing errors.  

Led modules and lighting units can differ in regard to luminous fluxes and color temperature (binning).

pulse:
 waldmann light management system with puLSe control. all 
puLSe-based systems have the following functions in com-
mon: intelligent operating element, automatic storage of the 
last switching and dimming states, external switching 
(switched on socket)!

pulse pir: 
passive infrared System with motion sensor and daylight control

pulse hFmd: 
high frequency sensor system with presence and daylight 
control

pulse KnX: 
Communicative luminaire with integrated knX component, 
including puLSe pir or puLSe hFmd sensor system 

pulse lon: 
Communicative luminaire with integrated Lon nodes,  
including puLSe pir or puLSe hFmd sensor system

pulse tAlK:
retrofittable wireless module for communication between 
luminaires

ugr:
unified glare rating, limiting values for the assessment of 
reflective glare according to Litg publication 20:2003

Zhaga:
Zhaga is a consortium of industrial enterprises with the goal 
of standardizing the interfaces of Led light modules.

AmBio:
amBio is a glare-free technology developed by waldmann 
that is precisely customized for fields of application in 
architecture and used exclusively in waldmann products.

BAt: 
Best available technology 

ieF:
 illuminance efficiency Factor = illuminance em at a measuring 
distance of 50 cm [lx] / consumption [w]

Cdp:
Conical de-glaring prism

dAli: 
digital addressable Lighting interface, interface for lighting 
direction in accordance with ieC 62386.
waldmann is a member of the daLi consortium

enocean Alliance:
the enocean alliance supports innovative automation solu-
tions with battery-free wireless technology for sustainable 
building projects in order to make buildings more energy 
efficient, flexible, and cost-effective. waldmann is a partici-
pating member of the enocean alliance.

KnX:
the konnex-Bus (knX) is a standard in accordance with 
en 50090 and iSo / ieC 14543 for a fieldbus that is primarily 
used in building automation. originated in europe.

luminance:
over 65° beam angle in accordance with en12464-1:2011:
≤  1000 cd/m² monitor with negative polarity,  

higher requirements e.g. color proofing
≤  1500 cd/m² monitor with negative polarity,  

higher requirements e.g. Cad
≤  3000 cd/m² monitor with positive polarity,  

normal requirements e.g. office applications

lon: 
Local operating network (Lon) is a standard for a fieldbus  
in accordance with din en 14908 that is primarily used in 
building automation. originated in uSa.

“glare intolerable (unacceptable)”

“glare between disturbing and intolerable”

“glare disturbing”

 “glare between noticeable and disturbing”

“glare noticeable”

“glare between nonexistent and noticeable”

“no glare”

< 25 e.g. warehouse, machine hall

< 22 e.g. corridor, archives

< 19 e.g. office

< 16 e.g. Cad

42
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www.waldmann.com

heAdQuArters germAnY
herbert waldmann gmbh & Co. kg
postfach 50 62
78057 viLLingen-SChwenningen
germany
telephone +49 7720 601-100
Fax +49 7720 601-290
www.waldmann.com
sales.germany@waldmann.com

FRAnce
waldmann eclairage S.a.S.
Zone industrielle
rue de l’embranchement
67116 reiChStett
FranCe
telephone +33 3 88 20 95 88
Fax +33 3 88 20 95 68
www.waldmann.com
info-fr@waldmann.com

ITALY
waldmann illuminotecnica S.r.l.
via della pace, 18 a
20098 San giuLiano miLaneSe (mi)
itaLy
telephone +39 02 98 24 90 24
Fax +39 02 98 24 63 78
www.waldmann.com
info-it@waldmann.com

THe neTHeRLAnDs
waldmann B.v.
Lingewei 19
4004 Lk tieL
the netherLandS
telephone +31 344 631019
Fax +31 344 627856
www.waldmann.com
info-nl@waldmann.com

AusTRIA
waldmann Lichttechnik ges.m.b.h.
gewerbepark wagram 7
4061 paSChing/LinZ
auStria
telephone +43 7229 67400
Fax +43 7229 67444
www.waldmann.com
info-at@waldmann.com

sWeDen
waldmann Ljusteknik aB
Skebokvarnsvägen 370
124 50 Bandhagen
Sweden
telephone +46 8 990 350
Fax +46 8 991 609
www.waldmann.com
info-se@waldmann.com 

sWITZeRLAnD
waldmann Lichttechnik gmbh
Benkenstrasse 57
5024 küttigen
SwitZerLand
telephone +41 62 839 1212
Fax +41 62 839 1299
www.waldmann.com
info-ch@waldmann.com

unITeD KInGDOM
waldmann Lighting Ltd.
holme well road
middleton
LeedS LS 10 4tQ
weSt yorkShire
united kingdom
telephone +44 113 2775662
Fax +44 113 2775775
www.waldmann.com
enquiries@waldmannlighting.co.uk

usA
waldmann Lighting Company
9, w. Century drive
wheeLing, iLLinoiS 60090
uSa
telephone +1 847 520 1060
Fax +1 847 520 1730
www.waldmannlighting.com
waldmann@waldmannlighting.com

cHInA
waldmann Lighting Shanghai pte. Ltd.
part a, no. Five normative workshop
199 Changjian road, Baoshan
Shanghai, p.r.C. 200949
China
telephone +86 21 5169 1799
Fax +86 21 3385 0032
www.waldmann.com
info@waldmann.com.cn

sInGAPORe
waldmann Lighting Singapore pte. Ltd.
168, Jalan Bukit merah,#04-09B,
Connection one, tower 3
Singapore 150168
Singapore
telephone +65 6275 8300
Fax +65 6275 8377
www.waldmann.com
sales-sg@waldmann.com

InDIA
waldmann Lighting pvt. Ltd. 
plot no. 52 
udyog vihar 
phase-vi, Sector-37 
gurgaon-122001, haryana 
india
telephone +91 124 412 1600
Fax +91 124 412 1611
www.waldmann.com
sales-in@waldmann.com


